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Welcome to our very first Corporate
Social Responsibility Report, for
the period 1 December 2015 to 30
November 2016. Proudly published
by the Sustainability Committee.
Rachel Masters

A word from our CEO

Our Approach

We are proud to have collected data for
the first time in 2016 and produced our very
own Corporate Social Responsibility Report.
We have found this a valuable exercise to
see how we’re tracking and to identify areas
we should focus on to improve. This will
be a continual journey for us and we look
forward to being able to track progress
annually against our initiatives. I hope
that you enjoy reading our report and
welcome any feedback or comments.

We are committed to being a sustainable law
firm which delivers positive impacts for our
employees, clients, profession, environment and
the communities in which we are based.

Gary McDiarmid
CEO

Governance
Our Board of Management is responsible for the stewardship of the firm. We
have formal Committees who each have responsibility and oversight of our
Sustainability, Social, Business Continuity, Pro Bono and Diversity initiatives.
The Committees meet regularly throughout the year, and the Chairperson of
each is listed below:

··
··
··
··
··

Sustainability Committee Chair: Rachel Masters
Social Committee Chair: Pagen Plaizier
Business Continuity Chair: Ben Hollies
Pro Bono Committee Chair: Shaun Connolly
Diversity Working Group Chairs: Joe Edwards and Debbie Booth

Sustainability Committee Chair

Cover image: Allison Arthur-Young, Partner Representative
on the Sustainability Committee.
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$2,000

$1,963

$1,500

Gender diversity
(percentage of partners)

Occupancy footprint
15,000m²

$2,016

$1,853

$1,000

10,608m²

8,366m²

$500

7,434m²

10,000m²

Our People

F 24%

M 76%

F 27%

M 73%

A modern employer of engaged people, we take
Gender diversity
(percentage
staff)
a deep interest in the things
thatof engage
and
encourage staff. This includes excellent career
path mentoring, a focus on mental health, quarterly
gender pay equity reporting, diversity in all respects
(gender/culture/LGBTTI), and
we have the largest
F 56% M 43%
F 57% M 43%
investment in learning and development (as a
percentage of revenue) of any firm in Australasia.

F 28%

M 72%

Our 5,000m²
values

Diversity and inclusion
2016 Other than that, Russell McVeagh staff members are all individuals with different

2015

interests and backgrounds. We actively encourage diversity and have an ongoing
‘Diversity Project’ which is designed to examine our firm’s commitment to, and
support of, diversity in all its forms.

Kitchen chemical use
Cleaning chemicals

··

$10,000
$5,000

No data
$13,974
2014

2015

$7,491

··

··
2016
··
··

Being an employer of choice is extremely important to Russell McVeagh.

··

··
··

Probono
contributed
in 2016
Committed to diversity in the Hours
workplace,
a partner
with Diversity Works, members of Global
Women and Champions for Change,
supporters of the Corporate Mothers
Network, plus Rainbow Tick certified

25%
increase

Lead the market for lawyer
remuneration across the board
Recognised as ALB Employer of Choice
for six consecutive years, and winner at
2015 NZ Law Awards

David Hoare, Partner and
Board of Management Chair
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Total taxi spend
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··
··

$100k
$75k
$50k

$102,384
$59,187

$25k

in staff engagement
scores this year.

The firm’s level of engagement
is within the top 10%
of all employers
in NZ.

2016

2014

2015

$62,436

··

2016

··

Air conditioning, power and gas
$250k

2014

2015

2016

357

334

Total staff numbers

A few examples of implementation steps for the Diversity Project include:

$15,000
M 45%

2015

The one attribute our staff members share is that they are great at what they do.
2014

F 55%

2014
Diversity statistics

$71,684

$230,734

$53,721

$240,846

$52,970

··

Increased opportunities for flexible
working
New Parental Leave Policy with three
months paid leave for all staff
New training and support for those
returning from parental leave

$100k

··

A mentoring framework
A partner leadership programme
which the entire partnership is
committed to
Practice group diversity sessions
Launch of unconscious bias
programme for HR team, senior
managers and partnership
New Diversity Working Group as a
way of giving staff a voice including
a regular newsletter
New Diversity and Equal
Opportunities Policy and Antibullying and Harassment Policy

$222,235
Specific

$150k

··

recruitment workshops
for Māori and Pasifika law student
associations

··
··
··

Tuputoa initiative: a Māori and
Pasifika corporate pathways
programme, to introduce a Māori
and Pasifika specific internship
Range of cultural awareness
seminars for our staff. Topics
have included Māori and Pakeha
Relations, Māori Business
Engagement and Pronunciation
workshops as part of Te Wiki o te
Reo Māori (Māori Language Week)
‘Working with China’ workshop and
active staff engagement as part of
Chinese Language Week
Rainbow Tick Certification and
Rainbow training for staff and new
joiners, as well as hosting our first
Rainbow event
Myers Briggs and Gallup coaching
open to all staff across the
firm, as way of supporting and
understanding our differences.

352

Gender diversity
(percentage of partners)

Oc

15,0

10,0
F 24%

M 76%

F 27%

M 73%

F 28%

Gender diversity
(percentage of staff)

Kit
Cle

$15
F 57%

$50k

M 43%

F 56%

M 43%
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5,0
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Probono

$10

M 45%

$5
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Tot

Training and development
We have the largest investment in learning and development (as a percentage of
revenue) of any firm in Australasia. These include:

··
··

··

··

··

Mental and physical wellness programmes including resilience programmes
and regular sessions on mental health.
Firm-wide diversity initiatives to support the success of all staff, including
staff and cross practice group mentoring framework, practice group
diversity sessions, return to work programme, launch of ‘Inspirational
Speakers Programme’ (to encourage diversity of thought) and introduction
of ‘Breakfast Club’ initiative for young female professionals.
Wide ranging staff learning and development portfolio including junior
staff strategies for success programme, an unconscious bias programme,
a cultural programme (‘Working with China’ and ‘Maori Protocols and
Engagement’), rainbow diversity training and numerous other soft skills
programmes covering communication, supervision, influencing, practice
development etc.
Support for diversity begins at the top and we have invested heavily in
leadership education for our entire partnership. The programme is delivered
over a six month period (per cohort), and requires approximately 150 hours
commitment from each partner with the first cohort starting in Feb 2016.
This is a market-leading initiative.
A new professional studies programme for all our graduates which is still
paid but completed in advance of their arrival with us, thus reducing the
stress that comes with combining work and study.

For more information on our training and development initiatives, please visit
our website.

Training and development statistics
Spend on training and development
Average per staff member
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The Russell McVeagh leadership programme is a six month
programme with 12 partners per intake and includes a two
day retreat, five workshops, regular coaching and trio work.
It has been structured to include elements of both authentic
and transformational leadership, the work of Carol Dweck on
Growth Mindsets, and cutting-edge research from McKinsey
and Harvard about the character, qualities and capabilities
of leaders required for our era.

$2,000

$1,963

$1,500

$2,016

$1,853

$1,000
$500

2014

2014

2015

The intention behind the programme is to support and
embed our existing diversity work, to build our culture, to
lift engagement, enhance performance and support our
employer brand in both the attraction and retention of
our talent.

2016

2015

2016

Pip Greenwood, partner, said, “Our leadership
programme is unlike anything we’ve run in the past. It
is about emotional leadership and forging authentic
connections with the rest of the partnership, our teams
and also our clients. It has the potential to transform our
culture for the better”.

Total staff numbers

“Throughout my time at Russell McVeagh, the
support I’ve received from all areas of the
firm has been amazing, and I’ve always felt
357
352
that the partners
and the management
team
are committed to my development both as
a lawyer
and personally. While the firm is and
Gender
diversity
has to be committed
(percentage
of partners) to providing excellent client
service at all times, and often going the extra mile
for those clients, it doesn’t do so at the expense of
its staff. It has been great to be back and I wouldn’t
change firms for the world.”
F 24% M
76%
Ian Beaumont
Partner
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Transformational Leadership
Programme

F 27%

M 73%

334

We are proud to have been awarded The Rainbow Tick, a
programme which encourages continual quality improvement,
and is designed to help an organisation ensure it is a safe and
welcoming workplace for employees of diverse gender identity and sexual orientation.
It demonstrates that a business is an inclusive organisation for people who are lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, takatāpui and intersex.
Upon identifying areas in which we could improve on, we embarked on a continual
improvement process. Focus groups were created to gather feedback, including both
self-selected employees who identified as part of The Rainbow community, together
with a group from the general population and from a range of departments, from both
Auckland and Wellington offices taking part in this process.
Achieving the Rainbow Tick certification sends a fantastic message to our staff and
clients that we embrace, and put importance on diversity and inclusiveness within the
work place. However, since embarking on this process it has become clear we still have
a way to go on our journey.
We are committed to building upon this achievement and continuing to work
on making our environment a welcoming place for all of our employees to feel
comfortable enough bringing their authentic selves to work.

We have been impressed at the partner commitment to the
programme and their willingness to engage with the content
and then act on it. We hear comments back from our staff
which shows they are also noticing the changes and that is

Occupancy footprint
15,000m²

Achieving the Rainbow Tick

what makes this such a successful programme.

10,608m²

8,366m²

7,434m²

2014

2015

2016

10,000m²
F 28%

M 72%

5,000m²

Gender diversity
(percentage of staff)
Kitchen chemical use
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Health and wellness

Mike King

The firm offers considerable health, wellbeing and flexible working benefits, including:

Unlimited sick leave

Emergency nanny service

In-house resilience programmes

An on-site health nurse in both offices

Extensive social and sporting activity
calendar, including a heavily subsidised
Social Club and weekly ‘Friday Fives’

R U OK Week? which includes:

Subsidies for health insurance and
gym memberships

Catch up days (days in lieu)

–– Firm-wide team morning teas, to
encourage staff to check in with
each other
–– Sponsored boot camp fitness
programme and yoga
–– Breathing seminars

Free confidential counselling services
Late night meals and taxis home

–– Sponsored massages for all staff
–– Mindfulness session
–– Healthy heart check

Smartphone reimbursement policy
to enable remote working

Long-service leave

On-site firm sponsored massages

Paid parental leave for all staff
Mental health awareness sessions
with Mike King
Parents and wellness room

Firm-sponsored running and other
sporting/team events

Gary McDiarmid, our CEO, has always been an advocate of lawyer’s
mental health. In November 2012 our firm hosted a session on the
importance of mental health for our Auckland employees, with both well
know comedian Mike King and David Codyre (the founders and hosts of
The Nutters Club, a radio show focused on mental health issues).
Due to the success of this session, we sponsored and hosted seminars
with Mike King for the Wellington Young Lawyers Association and
Auckland Young Lawyers Association in 2015 plus also ran another
internal session.
We felt it was essential to spread the message and to roll these sessions
out to a wider audience, and were delighted to organise and sponsor
more of Mike’s sessions in 2016. To support our commitment to
young lawyers and our future workforce, we organised and sponsored
sessions with Mike at universities over the country throughout August,
September and October.
During the sessions Mike led an engaging dialogue and was
incredibly open about his history of mental health issues
including his experiences with addiction, and his willingness
to start a frank and honest dialogue on the subject.
Staff sessions with Mike King had been incredibly
valuable for us internally as they facilitated open
discussions about mental wellbeing that people
often find difficult to have. We saw a real need
at every law school at each university across
the country. The feedback has been
overwhelming.

“We know that if we can work with a firm and
with leaders who foster a culture of diversity and
thought leadership, that we will benefit as a client,
in terms of the advice we receive, and the business
outcomes they’re able to deliver.”
Melissa Anastasiou General Counsel, Spark New Zealand (client)

“It has been fantastic to see so many new
initiatives and policies put into place since the
launch of our Diversity Project in 2014. There is a
genuine and unprecedented level of commitment
and engagement from the partnership and
HR staff. Because of our strong culture of
accountability and professionalism, we are aiming
to achieve real and enduring diversity.”
Lesley Elvidge HR Director
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F 57%

F 56%

M 43%

M 43%

F 55%

M 45%

$10,000
$5,000

No data

2014

Our Contribution

$2,000

Community contributions statistics

As a firm Russell McVeagh $2,016
has a long history of engaging in
$1,853
pro bono work. We’re keen to give something back to the
community and we see this involvement as benefiting both
the communities where we work and live, and our staff.

$1,963

$1,500
$1,000
$500

2014

2014

2015

Probono
Hours contributed in 2016

F 24%

M 76%

F 27%

M 73%

$150k

$50k
334

Percentage
of authors who contributed pro bono time
Occupancy
footprint

F 28%

M 72%

7,434m²
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5,000m²
2014

Kitchen chemical use
Cleaning chemicals
$15,000

15,000
10,000

2014

8

8,366m²

Paper use (reams)

2015
2015

2016
2016

Please visit our website for more information on how we contribute to our local
communities.

Gender diversity
(percentage of staff)

$62,436

2015

2016

Many of our staff are involved in volunteering for Homework

$100k

10,608m²

$59,187

Air conditioning, powerClub
andwhich
gas requires weekly involvement, and is open to
$250k

10,000m²25%

Pro bono for SPCA

$102,384

2014

Total staff numbers Māngere and Wellington Community Law Centres

In addition to our pro bono work, each team, including legal and support staff,
is encouraged to spend one working day each year volunteering for a team
selected charity.

2016

Homework Club

$25k

The firm’s level of engagement
is within the top 10%
of all employers
in NZ.

15,000m²50%

2015

$75k
$50k

in staff engagement
scores this year.

Some highlights of our broad range and scope of pro bono work includes
2015
2016
providing assistance to:

$7,491

$100k

25%
increase

2016

··
·· SPCA Auckland
·· Cure Kids
Zealand
·· World Vision of New357
352
·· Ākina Foundation
·· Key to Life Charitable Trust
Gender diversity
·· Lecretia Seales case
(percentage of partners)
·· Breast Cancer Research Trust

Total taxi spend

$13,974

5,000

all staff who are interested in participating. Each Monday
$71,684
$230,734
$53,721
$240,846
$52,970
afternoon
Homework
Club
invites approximately
seven to $222,235
eight staff members to attend a session with a group of
children from Glen Taylor School in Glen Innes. The idea
is to spend an hour with the children, help them with their
homework, and lend a hand to any who may need extra
support, to be a role model, or simply a friendly face.
Around 30 to 40 children attend, and are spilt off into year
2014
2015
2016
groups. Each member of staff will then assign themselves to
a year group and do their best to impart some wisdom, and
encourage the children to work hard.
Becoming a regular tutor, means building a relationship with
the children who attend each week, and in turn builds trust
and respect. This can be a rewarding experience in itself and
hopefully positively impacts the children’s lives as much as
it does ours. While only a small gesture, the response and
appreciation from the children has stood out amongst staff,
and has
proven to be a rewarding
experience for all of9,642
those
14,047
13,443
who have had the pleasure of attending the club.
2014
2015
2016

Russell McVeagh has a long standing relationship with the
Auckland SPCA, which is one of the firm’s key pro bono
clients. The SPCA was founded in 1883 and promotes the
humane treatment of all animals, with the aim of preventing
cruelty and advancing animal welfare. It is recognised as the
oldest and most influential animal welfare organisations.
As part of this relationship, we work with the SPCA directly
and with leading members of its panel counsel. The work has
been varied, challenging and has included assisting on some
of New Zealand’s most high profile cases under the Animal
Welfare Act 1999.
Most recently, we have worked with John Billington QC for
a number of years on the successful prosecution of Anne
Power for ill-treatment of an animal under s 29(a) of the Animal
Welfare Act 1999. This case came about when a 32-year-old
gelding horse named Pip was found dead on her property.
Pip had an untreated skin infection and gum disease so severe
she had starved to death. Ms Power, described as a “recidivist
animal welfare offender”, appealed both the District
Court and High Court decisions, which led to a number of
appearances before both the District Court and High Court
and a successful opposition to Ms Power’s application seeking
leave to appeal to the Court of Appeal.
We are very proud of our strong relationship with the SPCA
and the work we do to help them achieve their ongoing focus
of rescuing and rehabilitating animals in the local community.
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2015
M 43%

2014
M 43%

F 57%

2016
M 45%

F 56%

F 57%

F 56%

M 43%

Total staff numbers

F 55%

M 43%

F 55%

357

352

M 45%

Gender diversity
Probono of partners)
(percentage
Hours
contributed
in 2016
We recognise
Probono
Hours contributed in 2016

that we need to rise to the challenges
and opportunities of environmental sustainability by
continually25%
improving our environmental performance.
increase
25%
The Sustainability
Committee’s goal is to continue
in staff
engagement
increase
this year.
F 24% toMeducate,
76%
Fawareness,
27% M 73% and encourage
F 28% Mall
72%staff
in scores
staff engagement
raise
scores
this
year.
firm’s level ofto
engagement
to The
contribute
good sustainability practices.

within
theof
top
10%
Theisfirm’s
level
engagement
Gender diversity
of all the
employers
is within
top
10%
(percentage of staff)
NZ.
of all in
employers
in NZ.

F 56%

M 43%

$10,000
$5,000
$5,000

No data
No data

$13,974
$13,974

2014

2015

2014

2015

$7,491
$7,491
2016
2016

334

Our Responsibility

F 57%

$10,000

Environmental statistics*

Initiatives

$100k

REGULAR STAFF UPDATES AND
EDUCATION

Total taxi spend
Occupancy
footprint
Total
taxi spend
$100k
$75k
15,000m²
$75k
$50k
10,000m²
$50k
$25k
$25k
5,000m²

$102,384
10,608m²
$102,384

8,366m²
$59,187
$59,187

7,434m²
$62,436
$62,436

2014

2015

2016

2014
2014

2015
2015

2016
2016

Air conditioning, power and gas
Air conditioning, power and gas
Kitchen chemical use
$71,684
$230,734
Cleaning
chemicals
$250k

M 43%

F 55%

M 45%

$250k
$150k
$15,000
$150k
$100k
$10,000
$100k
$50k
$50k
$5,000

$71,684

$230,734

$240,846

$52,970

$222,235

$53,721

$240,846

$52,970

$222,235

No data
2014
2014
2014

Percentage of authors who contributed pro bono time
Percentage of authors who contributed pro bono time

$53,721

$13,974
2015

$7,491
2016

2015
2015

2016
2016

15,000
Total taxi spend
10,000

Probono
25%
Hours contributed in 2016
2014

2015

2016

2014

2015

2016

25%
increase

in staff engagement
scores this year.

10,000
$100k
5,000
$75k
5,000
$50k
$25k

14,047
14,047
$102,384
2014
2014

*Total staff figures for 2014: 352, 2015: 3572014
and 2016: 334.
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of engagement

is within the top 10%
of all employers
in NZ.

··
··
··
··
··

Plan a firm-wide Sustainability
Week
Promote Team Charity Days
Monthly updates into The Wrap
(weekly staff email)
Plan to participate in Bike Month
Better use of our intranet page
Create Sustainability Committee
logo to profile ourselves and the
work we do firm-wide

··
··
··
··
··
··
··

··
··

15,000

50%
25%

··

Consider inter-firm sustainability
initiatives or challenges

··

Paper use (reams)
Paper use (reams)

50%

··

REDUCED WASTAGE OF PAPER, ELECTRICITY ETC

13,443
13,443
2015
$59,187

9,642
9,642
2016
$62,436

2015

2016

2015

BETTER RECYCLING OPTIONS

Printers – Remove the letterhead from the trays, set double-sided printing
and ‘follow-me’ card access to be the default
LED lighting – Investigate feasibility of replacing existing lighting with LED,
and where possible all future bulbs to be replaced with LED
Fair Trade coffee – Investigate current source to confirm that coffee is
ethically harvested

··
··

Organic waste – Commence
recycling organic waste
Kitchen recycle bins and Recall
recycle bins – Continue to
remind to staff to use them.

Paper recycling – Find out how it is used to confirm that all recall bin
recycling is being recycled
Electricity supplier – Check to get best value for money and ensure they are
ethically motivated
Lamination and binding – Push back on getting things laminated and bound.
Ask the question, “do you actually need this?”
PDF conversion solution – To save printing costs, paper waste and time,
introduce new software to enable easy conversion, editing, annotation,
stitching rather than printing and stitching together via scanner.
Lawtalk – Help to encourage the NZLS to offer LawTalk as an email version
for those who want it, rather than printed copies for all staff
Precedent Papers – Offer in email format to save paper
Consider Guidelines for being a paperless office – A key future target.

2016
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Air conditioning, power and gas
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Performance and Our Commitments
We recognise that sustainability is an ongoing
work in progress and we are only at the beginning
of our journey to continuous improvement.
In 2016 we formalised a sustainability action
plan driven by the following focus areas.

FOCUS AREA

Performance monitoring
and reporting

Collaboration and
engagement

HOW WE’RE RESPONDING

··

··
··

Resource reduction,
energy saving,
increased recycling

Adding value in our
communities

12
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2016 was our first year where we have
made a commitment to measure,
manage and report our sustainability
metrics annually to internal and external
audiences.

Increase awareness among our people
of the environmental impacts of our
work, and how to minimise them.
Collaborate across the legal sector
to develop, apply and promote best
practice.

Promoting a paper-less office through
implementing technologies and
educating staff on how to avoid paper
wastage

Actively seeking new opportunities to
contribute to the communities which we
work and live, in either charity days, or
through pro bono work.

If you would like to contact us about any of the content within this report, or with any general
enquiries, please email us at RMcVSustainability.Committee@russellmcveagh.com

Auckland Vero Centre, 48 Shortland Street, PO Box 8, Auckland 1140, New Zealand P +64 9 367 8000
Wellington Dimension Data House, 157 Lambton Quay, PO Box 10-214, Wellington 6143, New Zealand P +64 4 499 9555
russellmcveagh.com

